The Legend of Rock Paper Scissors  
by Drew Daywalt, illustrated by Adam Rex  
Long ago, in a distant realm called the Kingdom of Backyard, there lived a warrior named ROCK, in the Empire of Mom’s Home Office lived PAPER, and in the village of Junk Drawer Kitchen, lived SCISSORS. When the great warriors meet, the most epic round of battles begins...and never ends.

Be Quiet!  
written and illustrated by Ryan T. Higgins  
Rupert the mouse wants to star in an artistic, wordless picture book, but his animal friends cause problems by talking too much.

Bruce’s Big Move  
written and illustrated by Ryan T. Higgins  
With four geese, three mice and a very grumpy bear all crowded into one den, Bruce is ready for a new home.

Philomena’s New Glasses  
written and illustrated by Brenna Maloney  
Philomena needs new glasses. Sisters Audrey and Nora Jane decide they want some, too. The one-upmanship escalates with the three sisters learning that not everyone needs the same things.

Shawn Loves Sharks  
by Curtis Manley, illustrated by Tracy Subisak  
Shawn loves sharks with all his heart, so when his nemesis, Stacy, is assigned “sharks” for the big class project, he is not happy.
Tyrannosaurus Rex Vs. Edna, the Very First Chicken

by Douglas Rees, illustrated by Jed Henry

Edna, the very first chicken, faces off against a hungry Tyrannosaurus Rex.

After the Fall How Humpty Dumpty Got Back up Again

written and illustrated by Dan Santat

After falling off the wall, Humpty Dumpty is very afraid of climbing up again, but is determined not to let fear stop him from being close to the birds.

Bob, Not Bob!

by Liz Garton Scanlon & Audrey Vernick, illustrated by Matthew Cordell

Little Louie gets a bad cold and is stuck in bed. When he calls for his mom, his stuffed up nose muffles his speech, and the family dog Bob comes running instead.

Prudence the Part-Time Cow

by Jody Jensen Shaffer, illustrated by Stephanie Laberis

At first, Prudence tries to fit in with the other cows by suppressing her scientific smarts and imaginative inventing. In a moment of inspiration, she shows that she can be a part-time cow and a full-time member of the herd.

Dogosaurus Rex

by Anna Staniszewski, illustrated by Kevin Hawkes

At the shelter, Ben selects a most unusual “dog” that wreaks havoc in town until she has a chance to prove her worth.